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FROM THE CEO

Tackling labour issues
requires dual approach
By Phil Turnbull
CEO, APAL

O

n the brink of a new year, this is not the introduction
I had hoped to share: At the time of writing, SA
growers are only just coming to terms with the hail
storms that battered the hills region for an unbelievable, second
consecutive year. We spoke of last year’s storm as being a
‘once in 100-year event’, so it beggars belief that this has
happened once again.
APAL is working closely with Susie Green, CEO Apple & Pear
Growers Association of SA (APGASA), to understand the extent
of the damage and put in place meaningful plans for growers
already operating under serious pressure.
We are asking government for concrete support to implement
netting, our only real risk mitigation against another catastrophic
storm. Both Federal and State need to look to the NSW
model, whereby netting was subsidised by 50 per cent.

In a storm of a different kind, the final report of the Harvest
Trail Inquiry by the Fair Work Ombudsman was released on
22 November. While commending the good work of Fruit
Growers Victoria (FGV) to ensure the fairness of their annual
piece rate guide, the report also highlighted many serious cases
of mistreatment of workers across the broader agricultural sector.
From speaking with you, we know the vast majority of
growers do the right thing and support the introduction of
heavy penalties for those unscrupulous operators.
That said, we are conscious the pressure of labour constraints
at harvest can lead a small few to feel they need to operate
outside the rules. This is unacceptable and jeopardises the
reputation of all. My view is that we need to tackle these
issues concurrently: i) Penalties for offenders and ii) Fixing the
core labour challenge which is access to a willing and capable
labour force. Addressing the symptoms, while failing to tackle
the root cause is simply poor policy.
The current lack of a tailored visa to deal with the unique
challenges faced by horticulture is top of our advocacy priorities.
Specifically, we are driving for a more portable, administrativelysimple and low-cost visa, which allows smaller growers to
access foreign workers, while also ensuring the proper
safeguards to protect workers from any exploitation.
The announcement that the Department of Agriculture and
Water Resources is undertaking an Import Risk Analysis into
US-Apples has also been a focus: APAL has convened an Apple
and Pear Biosecurity Steering Committee and I’m pleased to
confirm the appointment of Kevin Clayton-Greene to the role
of Expert Advisor. The Committee will also seek guidance
from various subject matter experts as we conduct an
independent biosecurity investigation, in parallel to the
government’s risk analysis.
04

Finally, with consumption flat or declining, growers have
formally expressed dissatisfaction at the current direction
of the marketing levy investment.
While levy funds are wholly directed by Hort Innovation, as
your peak body, APAL has shared a high-level outline of how
we would manage the strategic direction and investment
priorities for growers’ consideration:
Instead of spending the majority of your levy on advertising
in magazines, social media or on television, we need to start
with the consumer, who has clearly told us in the Apple & Pear
Quality Research report, that consistent fruit quality, first and
foremost, is the driver of purchase, with price a secondary
consideration.
So, we need to get our quality nailed, every time. Rather than
advertising a product that does not consistently stack up to the
claims, let’s focus on what’s actually on the shelf – and how it
looks and eats.
Alongside all this, developing an export marketing strategy will
be crucial for the future.
With these recommendations in mind, growers instructed APAL
to draft and present a letter, on behalf of Industry, to the Hort
Innovation Board setting out:
• Industry’s dissatisfaction with current marketing performance;
• Requesting that APAL take over responsibility for the
strategic direction of apple and pear marketing; and
• Requesting the cessation of all planned expenditure on
marketing activities, until such time as a new strategy
is agreed by Industry.
I can confirm this letter was delivered, and at the time of
writing, the Hort Innovation Board was considering its response.
Encouragingly, preliminary discussions with Matt Brand, CEO,
confirmed Hort Innovation’s willingness to develop a shared
vision with Industry.
We will keep Industry apprised of developments and are
committed to redirecting your investment towards a more
profitable, sustainable future before new season produce hits
the shelves.
Thank you for your ongoing support of our Industry vision and
we look forward to accelerating the delivery of a number of
critical projects, including Market Access and Export Readiness
and Future Orchards®, in 2019.
On behalf of the APAL team, I do hope you have a very happy,
productive and safe Christmas. :afg
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Early engagement core to market
access in China
With market access negotiations underway for Australian mainland apples and strong progress made
towards the launch of Pink Lady® in China, Apple and Pear Australia Limited (APAL) is doubling down
on its efforts to forge relationships in the region.
“This is our third visit to mainland China in the last 12 months,”
said Andrew Hooke, APAL Director Global Development, of
the team’s November trip. “Market access is probably still some
time away, but we are doing all that we can to accelerate this
by articulating the benefits to China and generating excitement
around our product.”

Guo Lisheng, Senior Advisor of CIQA; Paul McNamara,
Minister Counsellor – Agriculture, from the Australian Embassy;
and Adam Balcerak, Department of Agriculture.
In addition to informal discussions, APAL was also asked to
present to the General Administration of Customs of the
People’s Republic of China.

The most recent visit coincided with the China Fruit &
Vegetable Fair where Australian fresh produce was appreciated
by Chinese officials at the trade display hosted by Hort
Innovation and Taste Australia.

“We are building the business case for the size and
sophistication of the Australian apple industry and its value
to the Chinese consumer, every chance we get.”

During the visit, APAL also participated in the 2018 International
Seminar on Inspection Technical Cooperation sponsored and
hosted by China Entry-Exit Inspection and Quarantine
Association (CIQA).

“The quality of the existing commercial relationships between
APAL and Chinese government officials and business partners,
reinforces our commitment to an industry partnership, which
will be a key driver for the Chinese government supporting
market access,” said Andrew.

“CIQA plays an important role in securing access for Australian
mainland apples so it was quite an honour to have APAL’s
own Head of Global Quality and Innovation, Andrew
Mandemaker, invited to address the delegates,” explained
Andrew. The prestigious event was attended by Professor

The aligned approach between government, industry and
commercial stakeholders is critical to ensuring both countries
achieve genuine mutual benefit, beyond just market access.

:afg

Autumn 2018 orchard walks
Climate, quality and post-harvest

Southern Loop

Northern Loop

Dates: 11 -15 March, 2019
Speaker: Steve Spark, AgFirst

Dates: 1-5 April, 2019
Speaker: Ross Wilson, AgFirst

Guests and regional dates and venues to be advised

More info: Angus Crawford 0427 111 852 or acrawford@apal.org.au

www.apal.org.au
www.apal.org.au
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LABOUR

Expanded labour options,

but some new laws too
By Rob Hayes

A lot has changed on the labour front since last harvest. Rob Hayes, Victorian State Manager of
the National Harvest Labour Information Service (NHLIS), provides an update on changes to
labour law, labour-hire licensing and visa flexibility and a word of advice to growers to take care
they know and comply with newly-introduced laws.
The last few months have seen many changes to the way
harvest labour can be sourced and paid. Most of this is good
for growers with several programs expanded, new ones
introduced and some red tape removed, however other changes
will mean growers need to remain vigilant and make sure
they comply with some newly introduced laws.
A brief summary of some of the changes either proposed or
underway follows:

Hort award changes on the way
The lengthy process to review the conditions of the
Horticulture Award is getting closer to completion, with draft
determinations recently released by the Fair Work Commission.
The main areas likely to impact horticulture producers are the
inclusion of overtime provisions for casuals and introduction
of a minimum two hour engagement for casual workers.
At this stage it seems that piece rate workers will not be
subject to overtime payments but this will not be clarified
until the final determination is made and the new award
conditions are enacted.
Examples of altered pay rates if the new award provisions
are implemented:
For hours worked outside ordinary span of hours
(5.00am-8.30pm)

Labour hire licensing update
Labour hire licensing laws are in different stages of
implementation in the three states that had indicated they
were going to implement them. A brief summary for each
state follows:
South Australia: The State Government has announced
that it intends to repeal the Labour Hire Licensing Act 2017,
following feedback raised by stakeholders. Legislation to repeal
the Labour Hire Licensing Act is expected to be introduced
into Parliament by the end of the year. Further information:
https://www.sa.gov.au/topics/business-and-trade/licensing/
labour-hire/labour-hire-licence
Queensland: Labour hire providers had until 15 June to apply
for a licence under the Queensland Government’s new labour
hire licensing scheme. If operators missed the deadline they
cannot operate as a labour hire provider until they get a licence.
If you use a labour hire provider you need to ensure they
are licensed and this can be done by searching the register
of licensed providers https://ols.oir.qld.gov.au/licence-register
Victoria: The consultation period on the exposure draft for
the Labour Hire Licensing Regulations and Regulatory Impact
Statement closed on 5 September, 2018, and submissions
are being reviewed before final regulations are made.

Base rate + 25 per cent casual loading + 15 per cent overtime
loading

Seasonal Worker Programme visa grants
7,000

= 18.93 + 4.73 + 2.84 = $26.50 OR 140 per cent 18.93 = $26.50

Base rate + 25 per cent casual loading + 50 per cent
overtime loading
= 18.93 + 4.73 + 9.47 = $33.13 OR 175 per cent 18.93 = $33.13
Public holiday

Visas granted

Hours worked in excess of 12 hours per day or 304 hours
over an 8 week period

6,000

6166

5,000
4490

4,000
3,000

3177

2,000
1,000

Base rate + base rate+ 25 per cent casual loading = 18.93 +
18.93 + 4.73 = $42.59 OR 225 per cent 18.93 = $42.59

2014
1473

0
2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Figure 1. Seasonal Worker Programme visa grants for 2012/13
to 2016/17.
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Expanded worker programs
will provide more flexibility this
harvest, but there are also new
labour hire regulations in force
in QLD which growers need to
be aware of.

u

It needs to be noted that exposure draft regulations do not contain
a commencement date. The commencement date will be the
day that the remaining provisions of the Act come into operation.
This is anticipated to be around early to mid 2019. Further
information: https://economicdevelopment.vic.gov.au/what-wedo/industrial-relations/Victorian-labour-hire-licensing-scheme

Seasonal Worker Programme changes
The Seasonal Worker Programme (SWP) which allows
workers from a number of Pacific Islands, as well as Papua
New Guinea and Timor-Leste, is growing rapidly and these
workers now make up a large portion of some businesses’
seasonal labour. Indications (Figure 1) are that over 8,000 visas
were granted in 2017/18. The main reason for the popularity
of this program is the high work ethic and the ability to get
the same workers back year after year.
To make this program even more attractive for growers, the
Commonwealth Government recently announced a number
of changes as follows:
• From 5 November, 2018, seasonal workers from all
countries will be able to work for a period of up to nine
months in Australia (up from the existing six months),
but must spend three months out of every twelve in
their home country.

www.apal.org.au

• Growers will only have to contribute $300 toward the
airfare cost for each worker.
• Labour market testing must run for a minimum of two
weeks and the results will be valid for six months from
the date the advertisement was removed.

New Pacific Labour Scheme
A new scheme to enable growers to bring workers from
the Pacific Islands to Australia commenced on 8 September,
2018. The scheme enables citizens of select Pacific Islands
countries (PICs) to take up low and semi-skilled work
opportunities in rural and regional Australia for up to three
years. Through these opportunities Pacific Islands workers
will earn income and develop skills which will benefit their
families and communities.
Workers from Kiribati, Nauru, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tuvalu
and Vanuatu can participate in the scheme. Access will be
extended to other PICs based on need. It needs to be noted
that workers under this scheme cannot do seasonal work, but
positions such as supervisors or jobs that operate year round
would be suitable. Further information: https://dfat.gov.au/geo/
pacific/engagement/Documents/pacific-labour-scheme.pdf
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Table 1. Information on visa grants for the peak year
of 2012/13, compared to the previous and current
financial years.

TOTAL WHM VISA
GRANTS – 417 Visa
TOTAL WORK & HOLIDAY
VISA GRANTS – 462 Visa
COMBINED 417 & 462 VISA
GRANTS
TOTAL 2ND YEAR 417
VISA GRANTS (horticulture)
TOTAL 2ND YEAR
462 VISA GRANTS
COMBINED 417 & 462
2nd VISA GRANTS

2012/13

2016/17

2017/18

210,369

157,858

152,622

9,017

34,097

32,828

219,386

191,937

185,450

33,421

31,701

30,807

N/A*

409

3,339

33,421

32,110

34,146

Working holiday makers – major
changes underway
Working holiday makers (WHM), or backpackers, are
critical to getting fruit and vegetables harvested in
Australia and any reduction or increase in the number
of these workers available or changes to the countries
they come from can have major implications for growers.
So where do backpackers come from, and how many
of them come to Australia each year? The numbers
fluctuate from year to year and are influenced by issues
such as the strength of the economies in the countries
of origin, the $AU exchange rate, and competition from
countries such as New Zealand and Canada. While total
backpacker numbers are important, the most relevant
statistic for the horticulture industry is the number who
do their “88 days” to gain a 12 month visa extension. u

Tuvalu workers ready to
pick your apples and pears
Workers from the tiny South Pacific island
nation of Tuvalu are among those keen to
take on harvest jobs in Australia under the
Seasonal Workers Programme (SWP).
Tuvalu, a collection of low-lying atolls and coral reefs north
of Fiji and Samoa, with a population of just over 11,000,
has been hard hit by both climate change and the Global
Financial Crisis. Many people previously employed in the
seafaring industry have been forced to seek scarce jobs
in infrastructure or construction, or take up working
opportunities overseas.
Tuvalu already sends around 80 workers a year to New
Zealand, where it has been part of the Recognised Seasonal
Employers Scheme (RSE) for over a decade. Employers of
return workers include apple growers Mr Apple and Taylor
Corporation, capsicum grower Southern Paprika and
Riverland Berries.
Sheryl Lewis, Human Resources Manager of Southern Paprika
said the company brought the Tuvaluan workers back each
year due to their good attendance and willingness to work.
“We’ve had four Tuvaluan workers for the past seven
seasons,” she said. “We continue to bring them back each
season as we have never had any issues with attendance
and performance. They work well in our packhouse team,
working late nights and offering to work on weekends to
get the job done.”

08

Seasonal workers from Tuvalu packing apples at New Zealand’s
Mr Apple.

Tuvalu joined the Australian SWP in 2013 and is working
with the Federal Government to match a small pool of keen,
physically fit workers eager to work in Australia with
Australian growers looking for harvest labour.
Under the SWP, workers from Tuvalu can come to Australia
for up to nine months in any 12-month period.
In support of this, the Australian Government is keen to work
with interested employers to facilitate their engagement with
Tuvalu and the recruitment and selection of Tuvaluan workers.
For more information on the Seasonal Worker Programme,
visit the Department of Jobs and Small Business website:
www.jobs.gov.au/seasonal-worker-programme
Growers interested in recruiting seasonal workers from Tuvalu
can contact Ms Meafou Brian, Labour Officer, Department
of Labour, Tuvalu. Email: meafou.brian@gmail.com
Phone: +688 20 117
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While total backpacker numbers have declined since 2012/13
it is interesting to note that since the change in 2016/17
(allowing 462 visa holders to obtain an extension by doing
specified work in northern Australia), over 3,000 of these
workers are now gaining an extension. While total backpacker
numbers are in steady decline since the peak which occurred
in 2012/13, it is interesting to note that the total number of
people getting a visa extension has increased when compared
to 2012/13 or last year (Table 1).
Analysis of the countries that 417 visa holders come from
shows some interesting trends with the highest overall
numbers of first and second year visas granted to UK citizens.
However while there are large numbers of German first year
visa grants, they do not appear in the top five countries for a
second year extension.
The Commonwealth Government has recently announced some
changes that will make it easier to find backpackers who want
to work on farms and enable them to work and stay longer in
Australia. The main changes are:

• From 5 November, 417 and 462 visa holders can work with
one employer for 12 months, (currently six months).
• After 1 July 2019, 417 and 462 visa holders will have the
option of getting a third year visa if they do six months of
specified work in a rural area.
• Progressively increasing the annual caps on visa grants
for some countries participating in the 462 visa program.
• The age limit for 417 visa eligibility has been increased from
30 to 35 for Canadian and Irish working holiday makers.
The key focus is on providing immediate access to workers
in key rural areas. Employers will be able to retain trained and
experienced employees for up to 12 months, rather than the
previous six months.
So the takeaway message is there are lots of changes either
underway or soon to commence. For further information
or to source harvest workers, contact the Harvest Trail –
1800 062 332. :afg

• From 5 November expanding the regional areas where 462
visa holders (ie China, Indonesia, USA, Chile, Argentina) can
work to get a second year visa extension – currently they
can only get an extension by working in northern Australia.

About the author: Rob Hayes, State Coordinator, National
Harvest Labour Information Scheme (NHLIS).
t: 1800 062 332
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MARKETING

Finding new growth in a mature market
By Chanel Day
It can often be a challenge to find new ways to grow in mature categories already purchased by most
Australian households like Apples and Pears; however, Nielsen Homescan analysis reveals that
there are pockets of opportunity for both. Focusing on particular varieties or packs; and increasing
purchase frequency by inspiring consumers to use apples and pears on more occasions – have the
potential to improve overall value and volume sales.

Apples
Over the past year, apple sales declined in both dollar value
(-3.0 per cent) and volume (-3.3 per cent). This was largely
driven by a decline in the number of Australian households
who purchased apples in the last 12 months – down 1.4
percentage points or 133,000 households to 88.1 per cent.
Despite these challenges, there are pockets of growth to be
found in the apple category. In Australia Pink Lady® was the
clear winner: it represented over 40 per cent of sales and
grew by 5.8 per cent in dollars and 7.2 per cent in volume.
Pink Lady growth was driven in part by households switching
from Royal Gala, Red Delicious and other apples. However,
variety is by no means the only avenue for growth; in the US,
organic apples grew by 5 per cent for the year.
In Australia, Woolworths’ Odd Bunch and packaged apples
specifically targeting kids’ snacking have also recorded
growth. While loose apples accounted for 69.5 per cent
of apple category volume sales, Odd Bunch accounted for
approximately 3.4 per cent of category volume and dollar sales
grew by 13.4 per cent over the past year, while packaged
apples for kids grew by 20.2 per cent – albeit off a small
sales base. Around one-in-eight households (12.6 per cent)
purchased Odd Bunch and (12.9 per cent) apples targeted
at kids over the past year.
Looking at trends in the US, we have seen a similar decline
in apple sales over the past year (down 5 per cent in dollar

sales and 8 per cent in unit sales). Nielsen tracks 45 different
apple types in the US and in the past two years the number
of apple varieties in US stores has grown 11 per cent. But
with so many different apples, it is possible to create a paradox
of choice where consumers become so overwhelmed that
they choose to purchase none of the available options.

Pears
Volume sales of pears increased significantly over the year
up 6.1 per cent, with average price paid at retail down -12.6
per cent as the market cleared through this volume. These
lower average prices drove overall annual dollar sales for
the pear category down by -7.2 per cent.
Like apples, the pear category also lost shoppers over the past
year with the percentage of households buying pears declining
from 63.2 per cent of Australian households to 60.9 per cent.
Prices affect how consumers shop and although fewer
households bought pears over the year, lower prices
encouraged loyal pear buyers to add more kilos to their grocery
basket. These additional purchases came at the expense of
other staple fruit categories with these shoppers switching
kilograms purchased to pears from bananas and apples.
While loose pears accounted for 78.5 per cent volume share
of the category, similar to apples, Woolworths’ Odd Bunch
pears have gained share and now represent 6.6 per cent
volume share of total pear sales.

Heavy, medium and light buyers

Apple Dollar Sales Growth
30
+20.2%

20
+13.4%

10
0

+5.8%
-3.0%

-10
Total Apples

Pink Lady Apples Odd Bunch Apples

Kids Apples

One commonality across both the apple and pear categories
was that there were a large number of light category buyers.
There were an estimated 2.8 million households buying less
than 4.5 kilograms of apples over the year, and an estimated
3.7 million households buying less than 1.5 kilograms of pears.
However, despite this large number of households, these light
buyers accounted for less than 5 per cent of dollar sales for
the category.
If these light buyers added just one more shopping trip each
year, this would add more than $6.5 million to the apple category
and almost $5.4 million to the pear category annually.

Source: Nielsen Homescan 52 weeks ending 11/08/2018
Copyright © 2018 The Nielsen Company (US), LLC. All Rights reserved.
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PEAR VOLUME Sales Growth
8

PEAR Dollar Sales Growth
0

7.5%
6.1%

6.0%

6

-2
4.9%

-2.5%

4

-4

2

-6

0

-8

-3.4%

-7.2%

Total Pears

Loose Pears

Odd Bunch Pears Other Pre-Pack
Pears

-8.4%
Total Pears

Source: Nielsen Homescan 52 weeks ending 11/08/2018
Copyright © 2018 The Nielsen Company (US), LLC. All Rights reserved.

Loose Pears

Odd Bunch Pears Other Pre-Pack
Pears

Source: Nielsen Homescan 52 weeks ending 11/08/2018
Copyright © 2018 The Nielsen Company (US), LLC. All Rights reserved.

DISTRIBUTION OF VALUE

Consistently reminding Australian households of the benefits
of buying apples and pears, such as health and convenience,
could be one way to encourage purchase frequency. Inspiring
shoppers to use apples and pears on more occasions through
recipe ideas could encourage shoppers to put apples and
pears in their shopping baskets more often. Light buyers are
more likely to be non-families, so consumer marketing and
promotions that appeal to adult households could be effective
in increasing purchase frequency among this group. :afg
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3.9%

4.7%

17.3%

20.7%

78.8%

74.5%

9
8
7
6

Source: Nielsen Homescan 52 weeks ending 11/08/2018
Nielsen US xAOC, UPC+Non-UPC Sales, 52 weeks ending 9/29/18
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Pears

Apples
Heavy

Pears
Heavy Buyers >5.5kg
Medium Buyers 1.5 – 5.5kg
Light Buyers <1.5kg

About the author:
Chanel Day, Associate Director of
Analytics, Nielsen

Medium

Light

Apples
Heavy Buyers >14.5kg
Medium Buyers 4.5 – 14.5kg
Light Buyers <4.5kg

Source: Nielsen Homescan 52 weeks ending 11/08/2018
Copyright © 2018 The Nielsen Company (US), LLC. All Rights reserved.

Joey Fruit Picking Bags
Joey Fruit Picking bags has been produced and assembled in the
Goulburn Valley and Australia since 1934. They are distributed
all over Australia. Current owner Glenn Bush attribute his father
Patrick’s ingenuity in helping to create a bag that serves the
picking industry, by being both functional and durable.
Avaliable in a range of sizes, the Joey Fruit Picking bag is made
of high quality fabric,and assembled with a strong attention to
detail. The Joey “Pickers Pouch” has and will continue to serve
the agricultural industry for many years.

Contact us: 1300 720 919

www.apal.org.au

• Cordura Bag
• Available as 1.5case and 2case
• Lightweight, Stronger and
more durable, washable
• Same original design as the
Joey 1.5case and 2case Canvas

info@joeyfruitpickingbags.com

111 Fryers St, Shepparton, Vic

www.joeyfruitpickingbags.com/
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2018 industry marketing
hits top gear
By Olivia Grey

Aussie Apples activity
The campaign was highly visible. Highlights include:
• Aussie Apples TV commercial featured in top performing
shows Ninja Warrior and MasterChef Australia and hit the
reach goal in every market.
• Radio presence delivered Aussie Apples 754 spots across
Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne.
• Digital activity delivered 5.5 million impressions to consumers
across key websites like catch up TV, six-second bumper
ads on YouTube, and audio ads on Spotify.

Tips on ripening attracted high engagement on Instagram.

The Aussie Apples public relations campaign reached 25
million nationwide across print and digital. Highlights include:

Print

• SBS Food interview with Dr Joanna McMillan on latest
health research into apples.

Australian Pears were featured in a double page spread in
three leading magazines: Super food ideas, delicious, and
Taste, highlighting different pear varieties, their seasonality,
flavour profiles, uses and ripening indicators.

• Woman’s Day featured a Waldorf Salad recipe.
• News.com.au and their nationwide outlets, like The Daily
Telegraph, NSW; and The Advertiser, SA, also featured the
latest wellbeing-research.

In-store sampling

• New snacking recipes, including Apple Pie Gyoza’s,
Apple Taco Cups and Cinnamon Spiced Apple Chips and
a ‘tips and ideas’ section have been added to Aussie
Apples website.

Pear sampling sessions in Woolworths and Coles in August
and September again proved effective. Pear sales during
the sampling period were 11 per cent higher in stores where
sampling occurred than in the pre-sampling period, and sales
of 1kg prepacked Packhams up 53 per cent.

Consumer tracking results have been positive:

PR

• The number of people who recall seeing Aussie Apples TV
or digital advertising rose from 5 per cent in March 2017
to 29 per cent in October 2018.

New campaign ambassador ex-MasterChef contestant and
star of Everyday Gourmet Justine Schofield brought her
secrets for picking the perfect pear and her media drawcard
status to promotion of Australian Pears resulting in extensive
coverage in Body +Soul, Best Recipes and 9Kitchen.

• The number of people stating that they are buying apples
weekly or more has increased from 52 per cent in 2017 to
59 per cent in 2018.
• The number of people stating they are likely/very likely to
purchase apples in the next two weeks has also increased
compared to 2017 and 2016.

Australian Pears activity
Social media
Australian Pears launched on Instagram in September and
focused on educating consumers about pear varieties, ripening
indicators, tips for selection and delicious pear recipes. Social
channels reached 1.4 million people in September alone.

Consumer tracking
Pear consumer tracking shows some really positive trends:
• 60 per cent of respondents claimed they were likely/very
likely to purchase pears in the next two weeks, up from
53 per cent in the same period last year.
• 86 per cent of consumers now say they are knowledgeable
of different varieties – an improvement of eight per cent in
the last three months alone.
• There has been a consistent upward trend of consumer
preference for pears as a snack and data shows that pears
are increasingly being used for different occasions. :afg

Partnering with Instagram influencers to educate consumers
about ripening techniques and varietal differences resulted in
over 83,000 engagements.
12
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New South Wales
Early spring conditions
across the key NSW apple
production districts of
Batlow, Orange, and Bilpin/
Sydney Basin have been
quite favourable, with some
reasonable precipitation
events in the lead-up to
bloom ensuring good early
fruit growth. Water storages
around the districts vary by
location but are all generally
lower than normal for this
time of year. We continue
to hope for some seasonal
rainfall events to top up soil
moisture levels and take
some pressure off stored
reserves later in the season.
A strong bloom has been
followed by a generally good
fruit set, and most growers

have been taking a proactive
approach with primary and
secondary thinners to help
minimise the amount of hand
thinning required in the lead-up
to the new year. There have
been some reports of a lower
than normal set in Pink Lady®
varieties. While flowers were
plentiful in these varieties,
growers have reported small
petals and weak looking
flowers. The cause of the
weaker flowers is unclear,
but it may be associated with
poor bud development due
to post-harvest water stress.
I recently saw a timely
reminder of the risk of biennial
bearing-prone varieties like
Fuji entering an off-cycle
relatively early in their

Queensland
Growing fruit, we orchardists
constantly have to manage
variability in everything we do.
We find ourselves constantly
at the mercy of the weather,
which at times can seem
to have a greater impact
on outcomes than our
management and lead to
unforeseen outcomes,
sometimes good, sometimes
not so good. We try to
limit these unforeseen
outcomes by following
recommendations, but
variation in our management
can itself contribute to
unforeseen outcomes and
where there is a combination
of variable factors, this further
complicates our task.
Most significant are variations
between locations across the
country as well as within each
location. This is all before
www.apal.org.au

we get to differences
between the blocks that
producers work with daily.
It is a lot to think about all at
once: block ability, pruning,
weather, spraying, nutrition,
flowering, pollination – the
list goes on.
Spring is one of those
challenging times of the year
where there is a lot happening
in the field and a lot of
decisions to make; make a
small mistake and not only
could it burn you for the rest
of the season, but you may
have to wait until next
season to try get it right
again. What’s more, more
than likely the game will
have changed slightly
between seasons making it
hard to recreate the situation
to test the outcome of an
alternative approach.

S TAT E R O U N D U P

development. It was a young
block of Fiero Fuji on M26
rootstock entering their fifth
leaf. This particular block was
forecast to bear approximately
50 tonnes per hectare (t/ha)
this season, but quite
unexpectedly produced a
very poor bloom with the
majority of buds turning
vegetative. As we enter the
hand thinning period, growers
are reminded that biennialprone varieties should be
prioritised first for hand
thinning to reduce fruit and
seed load as early as possible.
For some producers,
particularly small to medium
operators, value-adding and
direct sales are an increasingly
important part of their income
base. It’s great to see renewed
interest in the direct interface
with consumers. I believe

We are always trying to
understand the relationship
between our decisions in the
orchard and the results so
we can improve our outcomes.
It’s just like politics, where
you’re always trying to figure
out how to make your position
more advantageous. This is
something which can be
learned, but only mastered
over years of experience
seeing things happening
year after year. These are
the challenges of working in
an orchard, and most of the
time they are challenges we
enjoy. Ultimately, if it were
easy, everyone would do it.
It has been extremely dry
across the Queensland
production areas over the
last part of autumn and
winter, and a high number
of consecutive frosts were
recorded. Recent rains have
brought relief, although much
of it has fallen over the

growers are the best qualified
to talk about their produce.
Cider production and sales
has been a particularly exciting
space for the apple industry
in recent years, and “craft
cider” in particular continues
to show good annual sales
growth. I recently had the
opportunity to visit a couple
of progressive apple growers
in the Batlow cider space who
are establishing significant
traditional cider variety blocks
to supply their growing cider
businesses. These new
blocks will bring greater
flavour and character to the
ciders we can produce in
NSW and will support
ongoing interest among cider
consumers. Watch this space.
Kevin Dodds
Development Officer
(Temperate Fruits), NSW DPI

bloom period creating
difficult conditions for
pollination and to work in.
The effects of this will no
doubt show later in the
season, however the water
was extremely welcome.
The bloom progressed
rather slowly, and it’s a little
early to talk of what the
crop is looking like, but the
feeling is generally good.
The recent Future
Orchards® orchard walk
included taste testing of
Pink Lady® apples and
information on optimising
fruit quality and was well
attended. This was followed
by an excellent barbeque
lunch buffet in the orchard.
Deon Kirstein
Technical Manager,
Ausfarm Fresh Operations
Pty Ltd
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Victoria

Fruit Growers Victoria (FGV)
Grower Services Manager,
Michael Crisera, and
Chairman Mitch McNab
attended a media training
session at the APAL offices
recently and gained some
much-needed tips on how
best to deal with media
enquiries and interviews.
It was also an opportunity
for representatives from all
the state associations to
get together with APAL
and report on issues from
each state.

In October, Minister for
Agriculture Jaala Pulford
launched the Labor
Government’s Digital
Agriculture Strategy in Tatura
to ensure our agriculture
sector is supported and
encourage farm businesses
to embrace technology.
Ardmona orchardist and
FGVL Chairman Mitchell
McNab was appointed to
represent our region and
ensure that the trial meets
the needs of farmers.

Federation (VFF) Horticulture
Manager Alana Pittard give
an update on industrial
relation changes relevant
to the hort industry.

The GV Emerging Leaders
Group continues to meet on
a regular basis. Last month
saw the Victorian Farmers

Apple crops and fruit set
looked to be strong at the time
of writing this article, with
many growers busy with

through the period. While
this reflects the patterns
across much of south-eastern
Australia, most growers
within the Adelaide Hills
and south east regions have
received sufficient winter rains
to fill the soil profiles and
provide adequate water for
storages. Although, with the
forecast conditions over the
months ahead, careful water
management is going to be
required.

This year’s apple season is
already off to a strong start
in Tasmania, with warm
temperatures during spring
promoting good flowering
and pollination rates.
Growers are now benefiting
from this with ideal crop
loads and a high proportion
of good-sized fruit.

South Australia
Heartbreakingly, just as
the spring was looking more
hopeful for growers after
last year’s devastating
hailstorm, the hailstorms
of 21 November have left
them facing another hard
year of extra management
to salvage crops, reduced
yields and income.
While the full impact of the
storm will only become clear
in coming weeks as fruit
matures, it is significant and
we are working with growers
to assess the impact and
how best to salvage the
crops that are left.
There has been limited
new planting this season,
as growers looked to save
costs. Many of the newer
varieties that have been
planted in recent years
were starting to come into
production, providing a more
positive focus for the coming
season. We may now have
to wait a bit longer to see
that promise fulfilled.
Spring in South Australia
has been relatively dry, with
rainfalls below average
14

The Apple and Pear Growers
Association of SA had our
Annual General Meeting and
dinner at The Manor, Basket
Range on 8 November, which
was very well attended, and a
highly enjoyable social evening.
Congratulations to Joyce
Ceravolo, Matthew Flavell and
Michael Stafford, who were all
re-appointed to their positions,
joining Ashley Green, Tony
Ceravolo, Jody Schultz and
Timothy Vickers in forming
the Management Committee
for the year ahead.
Susie Green
Apple and Pear Growers
Association of SA (APGASA)

The dry outlook for season
2018-2019 will mean that
growers will have to ensure
that they are adequately
irrigating and fertigating to
get the desired fruit size.
The last thing we need is an
oversupply of small fruit in
any category.

Tasmania

Frost damage has been
reported by several growers
in Tasmania’s south and
north-east. In the south,
overnight frosts occurred
intermittently during flowering
before dissipating before
morning. Frosts have occurred
significantly later in the
north-east, resulting in
localised skin blemishes in
some fruit. High winds and
intermittent hail during spring
have caused small minor skin
damage and russeting in
some areas.
Recent heavy rainfall events
have also brought much
needed relief to all parts
of Tasmania. These rains
alleviated drought concerns
after winter and spring were
warmer and drier than
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their thinning programs.
Pears definitely look lighter
in all varieties but it is still
a little early to judge.
Again, labour shortage is
a hot topic. Many growers
are looking to the Seasonal
Worker Programme from the
Pacific Islands. FGV is hoping
the Federal Government can
make this program more
affordable and flexible for all of
our growers large and small.
Michael Crisera
Grower Services Manager,
Fruit Growers Victoria Ltd
(FGVL)

expected. Growers across
the state reported 50-80mm
of rain, which has topped up
soil moisture and irrigation
reserves in all growing
regions. This moisture is
welcomed by many growers
ahead of what is expected
to be a long, dry summer.
Most growers are now in
the process of selling the
final bins of fruit from last
season and are preparing
to receive the new season’s
harvest. Growers in
Tasmania’s north are hopeful
that the fruit movement
restrictions in northern
Tasmania will end on 9
January. These restrictions
have created transport issues
for apple growers across
the state’s north, disrupting
market access.
It is shaping up to be a very
promising season for all
growers.
Michael Tarbath
Industry Development
Officer,
Fruit Growers Tasmania
u
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Western Australia
Full productivity! Blooms
and busy bee activity is the
orchard picture postcard at
this time of the year. WA has
been experiencing some very
mild spring weather with
plenty of rain. Some regions
have reported some sporadic
– dare we say it – hail
incidents. Fortunately, this
occurred before fruit set.
We are set ready to bask in
the oncoming sunshine and
the look to establishing the
2019 season.
September was a busy
month for Pomewest,
starting with our Industry
Summit in Bunbury attended
by around 25 WA growers.
The program featured national
industry guests including
the APAL team headed by
CEO Phil Turnbull and Hort
Innovation’s Sam Turner and
Olivia Grey. The spotlight of
our Summit was a familiar
tune: collaboration and
unearthing opportunities to
position the future growth
of the pome business.
We were also very fortunate
to add to the program some
innovative value-adding
featuring local businesses
Newleaf Orchards and
Custard Cider Co, who
presented their stories and
provided tasting samples to
the audience. The technical
program featured information
on Harvista from Agrofresh,
and Brevis from ADAMA.
All in all, the event was very
successful and it promoted
and encouraged good
discussion. It was very much
appreciated that APAL, Hort
Innovation, and our other
guests were able to contribute
to the success of the day.
The spring Future Orchards®
orchard walk was held at

www.apal.org.au

Bluemoon Orchard in Mullalyup
on the 28 September and
focused on fruit quality. The
take home message from
the day was no surprise: good
quality will sell more apples.
Following along the theme of
fruit quality, Pomewest have
organised a group of growers
to visit Market City and
Woolworths Delivery Centre
in November. They will be
able to see firsthand the
quality testing requirements
of exported fruit and the
biosecurity facilities used to
treat imported fruit.
Pomewest was also involved
in supporting the Perth Royal
Show from 22 –29 September,
made possible by funding
supplied by Hort Innovation
supporting the Aussie Apples
message again this year.
Our stand supported the
WA regional display for local
produce and featured WA
grown BRAVO™ branded
apple, Pink Lady®, and
Granny Smith apples. This
year we sampled 13,000
apple slices and sold over
3,000 apple slinkys. We also
were happy to be able to
feature samples of local
WA made apple juices again
supported by New Leaf
Orchards. It was another
successful show this year,
and it was nice to see multiple
generations of apple growers
supporting the show.
In October, I was fortunate
to meet up with the whole
APAL team and my fellow
state representatives for an
overview and update session
lead by Phil Turnbull. This
was particularly useful to
cement a national voice and
to support a national outlook
for the industry and its future.
I applaud APAL for this

Promoting apples was a multi-generational affair for Manjimup
grower Ann Lyster and her grandsons at the Perth Royal Show.

opportunity, really enjoyed
the energy and enthusiasm
of the group, and support
this and future occasions to
build on these relationships
and outcomes.
To conclude, we in the West
wish you and your families a

safe and an enjoyable festive
season. That is, before the
next harvest comes knocking
and we do it all again in 2019.
Nardia Stacy
Executive Manager,
Pomewest

APPLES AVAILABLE
FOR 2019 PLANTING

Alvina Gala

/M26

Granny Smith M26
Cherry GalaTM

/M26

Also growing the tree
variety ANABP 01 /M26

Olea Nurseries Pty Ltd
82 Mitchelldean Rd, Yanmah via Manjimup WA 6258
T: 08 9772 1207 F: 08 9772 1333
E: sales@oleanurseries.com.au
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Fresh produce on the Blockchain
By Richelle Zealley
Andrew Grant, Availer, and Jackson Virgo, T-Provenance.

When it comes to blockchain, most growers don’t know what to believe or how to prepare but
early trials with mangoes indicate this technology could transform the fresh produce supply chain.
The ability to trace the origin of an apple or pear from tree to
table is becoming a reality with the introduction of blockchain.
This relatively new, digital technology records transactions
chronologically and publicly. The transactions are known as
blocks and each block contains a secure, real time, record
that cannot be removed or deleted. Blockchain is much more
than transactional digital currency, like bitcoin, and provides an
array of data, insights and actionable intelligence – providing
information that can be acted upon to improve a system.
In the fresh produce space, blockchain has the potential to
record any activity along the supply chain from the date and
time a piece of fruit was harvested to when it arrived at a
distribution centre and the temperature it was for the duration
of the trip. This technology also allows anyone connected to
that chain an opportunity to track produce at each stage in
real time and to review the journey it has taken.
As the digital world continues to develop, blockchain will
become a powerful tool in establishing trust across a range
of commodities. The opportunity in our industry is to increase
confidence in data; provide a more consistent product that
can be traced back to an individual orchard; and form trusted,
fully transparent business relationships that highlight previous
transactions and standards both locally and internationally.

Mangoes kickstart Australian fresh
produce blockchain trials
This technology has the opportunity to remove subjective
thought and opinion from the equation which is one reason
Andrew Grant, co-founder of Availer – a company the
commercialises research developed in Australia to solve
global industry pain-points – is keen to implement blockchain
in Australian horticulture.
16

“Often things in the fresh produce industry are subjective –
everyone has an opinion – blockchain removes that guess
work to provide objective information, secured in real time
and in a smart contract,” Andrew said.
Andrew resides in the Adelaide Hills and his business partner
is based in the United States, they both started out as stock
brokers and have spent some time in the world of cyber
security which is what led to the interest in blockchain
technology. “Nothing is un-hackable but with blockchain the
odds are it’s almost impossible to hack the information stored
in a block as you need access to at least 51 per cent of the
nodes. That means you need to be able to simultaneously
manipulate more than half of the records in a chain and you
don’t necessarily know where they are sitting in cyberspace as
the shared data is across a network of computers, not just one.”
Andrew also has an interest in Australian food, wine and
agriculture and, as an entrepreneur, is always looking for ways
to create something of value that can be commercialised and
that provides a sustainable, profitable and quality assured
system people are willing to pay for.
“We recognised a gap in the agriculture sector where supply
chain information is shared with a lack of efficiency. And as
we started to do our research noticed specific pain-points
in the same areas including: temperature control in vehicles;
subjectivity assessment; time delays between point A-point
B; and rejection at distribution centres.
“Our objective is to introduce quality measures and data points
that leave no room to question the integrity of that data.”
Currently one of Andrew’s companies, T-Provenance is working
with Manbulloo Limited on a two-year project to trial blockchain u
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on mangoes transported from Katherine (NT) to Adelaide and
Melbourne. Instead of tracking every piece of fruit, they will
be tracking a number of pallets using a widget and part of this
process is to build a platform that can be used in a range of
fresh produce businesses.
“Our focus is to be able to plug into the system any business
is using, whether it be Muddy Boots, Turn Key Solutions,
MYOB, Xero, Fresh Track, Iron Bark – the list goes on. Our
aim following the trial is to strip costs down so blockchain can
be affordable for every Australian business to implement.”
The mango trial involves tracking GPS and temperature through
the widget which is attached to the pallet to record real time
data. If the signal cuts out while the pallet is in transit, the
data continues to be recorded and will be uploaded onto the
blockchain once the signal is back up.
“During this trial we are tracking where the loads are and
their quality. In the case of mangoes, they need to maintain
a certain temperature to ensure their quality and shelf life.
As soon as the produce arrives at the ripening centre their
team can review the trip and temperature the fruit has been
sitting at and can gauge how to treat it – whether it needs to
be cooled down immediately as it’s been sitting at a higher
than usual temperature or whether it can wait a little longer

as the temperature hasn’t peaked and the fruit isn’t at risk of
going mushy.
“Everyone in the supply chain has a responsibility to deliver
good quality produce to the consumer and this is a way to
highlight areas that might need attention during that process.”

International opportunity
And it’s only a matter of time until blockchain is implemented
in fresh produce around the world. American multinational
Walmart recently announced that as of September 2019 all
leafy greens will be delivered along the supply chain with
recorded data; The French retailer Carrefour, described as a
pioneer in the blockchain space, has been using the technology
to provide information on demand about their poultry and aim
to be using blockchain across their 300 fresh products across
the world by 2022.(Reuters article: https://reut.rs/2OKXdfD);
and there is talk of the FDA in the United States announcing
a new legislation introduced to supermarkets highlighting that
consumers want provenance information.
Blockchain will assist in improving transparency, trust and speed
throughout the fresh produce supply chain with the estimated
time taken to trace the origin of a food product 2.2 seconds!

:afg

Richelle Zealley, Manager Events & Sponsorship, APAL t: 03 9329 3511 | e: cm@apal.org.au

JEFTOMSON BRINGS NEW

azzle
zzle APPLE TO AUSTRALIA
Da
The New Zealand-bred
d PremA129 varietyy,, fruit from which will
be marketed under the name Dazzle, has been licensed to
Jeftomson by pipfruit development company Prevar.
Dazzle is a high-coloured, sweet, firm and juicy apple, with
a flavour profile that Australia and Asia had been waiting FOR
• Colours in the heat
• Stores well
• Excellent for both domestic & export markets

“We at Jeftomson believe that Dazzle will
be a great addition to our export program,
and we plan to work with Fruitcraft on a
co-ordinated worldwide export program.”
Brent Reeve
General Orchard Manager
M: 0429 874 160
E: breeve@jeftomson.com
www.apal.org.au

Brent Reeve,
General Orchard Manager, Jeftomson
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Simplifying quality
at Nightingales
By Alison Barber
Simplicity is not the first word that springs to mind when considering the complexity of running
five orchards across two states, a large packhouse and a fledgling cider operation.
But at Nightingale Brothers, based in Victoria’s north east, continually striving for a way of delivering
better quality more efficiently and smoothly is a goal that underpins daily decision-making.
“A simple, straightforward system, that is what we are aiming
for,” said Bruce Nightingale who, with son Cade, manages
the family’s Buckland Valley orchard beneath Mount Buffalo.
In the Buckland Valley that aim has culminated, for now at
least, in a high density, near two-dimensional, multi leader
system, spaced at 3.5m x 0.8m, with a top wire at 3.8m.
The four-year-old Gala trees, grafted onto M9 rootstock,
are expected to produce 70t/ha of high-quality fruit.

Don said the closer spacing of the multi leaders had filled in
the canopy and allowed for shorter and finer lateral wood –
roughly secateurs-length and pencil thickness – making for ease
of pruning and access along rows. Improved light penetration
was also delivering better and more uniform colour.
“Everything we do is around quality,” he said. “We don’t
skimp with fertiliser or tree maintenance. Everything is done
to the best of our ability and that should give us good quality.
The multi leader system helps us with quality because we
can take a large pick very quickly.

Bruce’s brother, and Nightingale Bros Orchard Manager,
Don Nightingale brought the multi-leader concept back from
a visit to New Zealand. He said it had proven easier to access “We can get the Rosy Glow (marketed as Pink Lady®) in
and manage, while still delivering the tonnage of the slender two picks. We ended up with a very good first pick of 80 per
cent this year and came straight back for the second pick.
spindle system that had served them well until then. It is
now being used across all orchards.
“We like fine wood and we like a two-dimensional structure
–
you get good light penetration and good chemical penetration.
“Changing over a block can be $100k/ha and there are so
many systems,” he said. “We are trying to be more efficient. It is a very easy tree to instruct people how to maintain, it is
easy to pick and the tonnage is still there. It is all designed
This is the one we are practising at the moment and using
about simplicity and ease.”
for recent plantings, but we are continually evolving.”
The immaculate rows of even canopied, close pruned trees
at Buckland Valley, hand-thinned back to singles – “we want
100 per tree” – present the very image of efficiency.

Bruce said they had tried a closer 3m x 0.8m planting, also
of Gala, but although it was likely to yield well, they had
found it a bit tight to manage.
“Other guys have gone closer, but that’s as game as we’ve
gone,” he said. “The narrow lane is a bit too narrow, we have
to get ladders and pickers around the bins. It’s a bit tight and
we don’t think we will do that again, but if robotic picking is
considered, trees with that spacing would be suitable. That
would be the robotic one!”.

CA storage to cider
Robots may yet be a little way off, but the Nightingale business
has innovated steadily over the 70 years since Keith Nightingale,
father to Bruce, Don, Ross - who manages the packhouse at
Wandiligong – and Anne, bought his first orchard in the area.

Bruce (rt) and son Cade (lt) are finding the multi leader system
gives them a very good first pick.

18

Keith, awarded the title of Industry Legend (now Lifetime
Achievement Award) in 2013 for his contribution to the apple
industry, moved to Wandiligong with wife Marianne in 1954 and
gradually added a second orchard at Wandiligong, and orchards
in nearby Stanley, the Buckland Valley and Batlow, in NSW.
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Don and Keith Nightingale take a closer look at the progress of the new season’s crop.

Initially growing Red Delicious, Jonathan and Granny Smith
apples, Keith began growing chestnuts and the more hail-prone
Stanley orchard is now entirely planted to chestnuts. The
business now has 150ha under apples.
Now 89, Keith still takes an active interest in the business,
which in addition to Keith and Marianne’s four children, now
includes three of their grandchildren: Cade, and his cousins,
Ross’s sons Brad, who works with him in the packhouse,
and Steve who manages a Wandiligong orchard.
The Nightingales were one of the first in the country to install
a controlled atmosphere (CA) coolroom at Wandiligong in 1968,
where cold storage capacity now sits at 15,000 bins.

Keith and his sons worked with well-known consultant (and
fellow Lifetime Achievement Award recipient) Colin Little to
ensure fruit is picked at the optimum point for quality.
Maturity testing is carried out at harvest based on parameters
supplied by Ross.
All fruit is picked from ladders by a team of 15-20 pickers who
return annually.
“We have a contractor that has supplied us with excellent
labour for many years,” Bruce said. “They know what we are
looking for and we appreciate their help in finding it.”

A recently-installed European MAF RODA pre-sizer at
Wandiligong has helped streamline the packing process, reduce
labour requirements and lift the output to 2,000 boxes a day.
Packing is carried out year-round and fruit sent to markets
in Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane, major retailers and local
independent retailers.
Increased packhouse efficiency is essential to manage increased
productivity from high density plantings and new varieties.
“Twenty years ago, we were planting 700 trees per hectare
at 5m x 3m spacing and getting 40 tonnes/ha,” Don said.
“Now we have blocks of 3,000 trees/ha, with 6,000 heads/ha
and our very best blocks are getting 80-90t/ha.
“We have trees in the ground for possibly 20,000 bins a year
production, but we are still two or three years away from that.
We used to aim for 12,000 bins, but we are running out of bins
every year.”

www.apal.org.au

The multi leader tree is easy to prune and pick and the tonnage is
still there.
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A new MAF RODA pre-sizer has helped boost packhouse efficiency and lift output to 3,000 boxes a day.

An Alpine Cider label launched two to three years ago and
made under contract in Melbourne from predominantly Rosy
Glow fruit is doing well and also provides a good alternative
for fruit that might not have the colour to meet Class 1 grade.
“If it is less than best grade, the fruit goes to cider,” Don said.
“Because our cider is getting going, it’s not so critical to have
every apple a winner, because if it is not 100 per cent colour
there is an option.”

Protecting the crop
A key part of delivering quality and maintaining high packouts
is protecting fruit on the tree.
All blocks are netted to protect against hail, with a mix of
permanent and Drape Net, and have drippers for irrigation
and fertigation.
“Permanent netting is the ultimate, but there is the cost,”
Don said. “Drape Net is something we can do ourselves. The
use of Drape Net has helped with quality. I think Extenday is
going to be important to get improved colour.
“I saw some pull-over netting in New Zealand and I am keen
to look at that a bit more closely also.”
Netting also provided some protection against flying foxes
that arrived at harvest last year and are considered likely to
be an ongoing issue.
“The nets help, but we like to take the nets off a week or 10
days before harvest to let mother nature have a look at the
fruit and add a bit of colour,” Bruce said.
The Nightingales were among the first to introduce overhead
sprinklers for frost protection after seeing them in use during
a visit to the US and the Buckland Valley orchard has frost
sensors, and sprinklers on every third row.
Last year the sprinklers were used three times, but they know
from experience the cost of not having protection at hand. Frosts
have caused crop losses in the past.
20

“Spring frosts are a major problem in the valley, and we have
overhead water to protect the crops,” Bruce said.
Integrated Pest and Disease Management (IPDM) has been
part of the orchard management for decades and the effort
is rewarded by minimal pest issues and lower chemical use.
An alternating weekly mowing of every second row ensures
there is always grass for beneficial insects.
“It is a very clean orchard,” Bruce said. “Cade has been on
the orchard for 14 years and he has never sprayed a miticide.
“We get occasional aphids on young shoots, but they don’t
stay. We have lots of black wasps and paper wasps that eat
the aphids.
“We use a little carbyl to thin, but otherwise we try not to use
anything that will harm beneficials. The chemical bills are high
enough without chasing anything extra. The only thing we chase
is black spot. The next step is to look at a rootstock that is
resistant to black spot. We spend a lot of money on fungicide.”
Twist tie pheromone mating disruptors are put out in
September for Codling Moth.
“We have nine traps on the orchard and someone to monitor
them for us and we’ve only found one this year,” Bruce said.

Managing the new future
Managing orchards in different regions has allowed the
Nightingales to test where new varieties perform best.
“Batlow turns cold quickly and the north east has an Indian
summer,” Bruce said. “They might have the same daytime
temperature but the nights are colder so the Granny Smith
can get a pink blush. We grow the Rosy Glow (apples from
which are marketed as Pink Lady®) and the Granny Smith in
the north east.”
Red Delicious and half the Gala are grown at the higher altitude
Batlow orchards, where there are also new plantings of the
u
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Packing is carried out year-round and sent
to wholesale markets, major retailers and
local independent grocers.

u managed

varieties Scilate (marketed as Envy™) and Nicoter
(marketed as Kanzi®). The biggest crop in the north east is
Rosy Glow, with Gala, Scifresh (marketed as Jazz™) and Kanzi
also grown.
“Red Delicious are disappearing and we no longer have any
Cripps Pink,” Don said. “The older plantings are being removed
due to low production and high cost. We have some old
Granny Smith getting 30-40t/ha. We are keen to plant them
on a new system.”
Keeping up with the latest systems, developments and better
ways of doing things is given a high priority.
Don said they make regular trips to New Zealand where they
had been able to visit orchards with AgFirst advisors and see
how the New Zealand industry was tackling issues similar to
those facing Australian growers.
“One thing we could learn from them is collaboration,” Don said.
“They are working together. The big packhouses are working
for 20 growers and they are doing their best for all 20.”
They also read a lot, attend Future Orchards® walks and work
with local advisor Marcel Veens.

He said the different varieties came with different growing
challenges and they had learnt a lot from Montague’s Batlow
orchard manager Barry McLean.

The step into managed varieties was taken after careful
consideration and varieties from a number of variety managers
now form part of a mix with free varieties.

“We were very lucky with Rosy Glow,” Bruce said. “It was
an easy apple to grow. These heavier apples need a different
approach and have an enormous demand for calcium.”

The Nightingales were late to join the Jazz program.

But he said the experience would help them grow better apples.

“That block is now almost at full production and we are aiming
for 60-65t/ha,” Bruce said.

“Club varieties make better growers of us,” Bruce said.
“They make us think harder.” :afg

Alison Barber, Manager, Communications & Media, APAL | t: (03) 9329 3511

I e: abarber@apal.org.au

ROW THROW - The Canopy Alternative

CANOPIES FOR
EVERY KIND OF CROP
1300 NETPRO (638 776)
www.apal.org.au

www.netprocanopies.com

07 4681 6666
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“Your apples have tested positive for Listeria”

What next?
What happens when you answer the phone to find your fruit has tested presumptive positive for
Listeria monocytogenes? A quality assurance consultant for an apple producer who took just such
a call tells his story.
How were you notified?
Our wholesale market agent advised that fruit had tested
presumptive positive for L. monocytogenes during routine
Quality Assurance testing, but we would have to wait for
enumeration testing to determine the level of infection.

What were your first steps?
Immediately we identified where any fruit was still available
for sale and instructed those market agents to hold ALL fruit
subject to further testing.
Product trace determined that over 1,000 packages of various
types were still available on three wholesale and one pre-packing
operation. ALL product holders were asked to halt sales and
hold fruit in isolation pending further investigation.
Samples were taken from each consignment and packaging
type for further testing to determine the extent of the infection.
A complete day’s packing was stopped on farm from transport.
Clean up started immediately with draining water flume,
scrubbing and super chlorination (+150 ppm), followed by
dumping the next day and then allowed to dry until
recommencing production.

How did buyers and health authorities respond?
The market agent notified their main buyer who felt apples
were unlikely to have high enumeration numbers. No recall
to retail was deemed necessary.

Public Health did not consider a recall necessary, or practical,
given the time lag between first test and the halt and
confirmation; the low level of detection and the product’s
low ability to grow L.monocytogenes.

What was the source?
Initial tests of fruit samples taken at market found two of ten
samples to be presumptive positive.
Enumeration tests showed levels on the fruit were satisfactory
(ie <100 Colony Forming Units per gram, (CFU/g)), at <10 CFU/g.
Although unchlorinated, the rinse water was clear in tests.
A number of sites on the grader were initially swabbed,
with the brushes considered the most likely point of infection
given the design of brushes and the fact they stay wet for
long periods of time.
Swabbing deep into the base of the brushes showed a
degree of debris jammed into the brushes that was not
removed with normal cleaning.
Levels on the swab from the brushes were extremely high.
We can only speculate on the origin – a cloddy or rotten apple,
or a hand brush that fell on the floor and was picked up and
used to scrub the brushes? – the source is irrelevant. What
matters is making sure we have a process that ensures the
bacteria doesn’t survive in equipment to transfer to fruit.

What was required for the release of fruit for sale?

On day two the Local Government Health Officer contacted
us regarding our actions to date and our plans.

Public Health accepted our proposal that, as the fruit was
within safety levels, all implicated fruit be consolidated to one
cold store and treated with ozone for 24 hours. This treatment
enabled us to disinfest the fruit, the packaging, (thus saving it
from being dumped), and the cold room; save a transport and
re-pack of product following sanitising on the packing line, and
ensure no wastage of product.

By day three or four a series of swabs from the apple grader
were sent for testing. Water samples were taken from the
water flume and rinse water for testing.

Packed fruit in the grower’s cold store was also treated as
above. New tubes were placed into the ozone generators
prior to treatment.

Secondary fruit testing results showed not all fruit was affected.
This was explained when the source of infection was located
in the washing brushes on the fruit grader, and as some
consignments had been held in cold store under ozone-rich
conditions longer than others.

All lines were re-tested and found clear before Public Health
released the fruit for sale.

The results were notified by the testing laboratory to their
state Department of Public Health, and from there to our
state Public Health department, which contacted the local
government authority to manage the outbreak.
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A deep cleaning program of the entire grader, including washing
brushes/grader occurred including lifting all errant fruit stickers
on the cups and belts using steam and high-pressure treatment u
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The source of infection was located in
the washing brushes on the fruit grader.

u

of the brushes followed by three chlorine soakings (100 ppm)
into the brushes and all were re-swabbed and found clear.
Public Health allowed grading to re-commence given these
test results.

How long before you were cleared to trade?
Three weeks. It could have been earlier but there was a wait
for new ozone tubes and the machine was steam-cleaned
extremely thoroughly.

Were there many costs or losses incurred?
No loss of fruit, but it cost around $2,000 to test and four to
five days’ work cleaning, plus no marketing for almost two
weeks. Incidentals such as new cleaning materials, new
ozone tubes etc. would add another $500 at least. Some
changes to incoming water treatment and ongoing disinfection
will also add to the overall exercise but will hopefully prevent
any repeat. The major cost was to mental health, it’s a very
stressful position to be in.
“It was a hell of a learning curve.” (Owner)

Have you changed anything in the way you handle
fruit as a result of this experience?
Water flume was always chlorinated but only at 30ppm,
which we subsequently discovered was not enough to kill
L.monocytogenes. We have now raised that level to +80ppm
in addition to chlorinating the rinse water at the same level.
A deep sanitation of brushes is carried out at the end of
12 packing days with high pressure chlorine and every night
after work a non-rinse organic sanitiser, Citran, is applied to
the grader.
As an additional control measure, we no longer load out on
the day of packing, but leave the fruit for a night in the cold
room under ozone rich conditions.

What was helpful?
Any tips for growers who find themselves in the
same boat?

My background, and knowledgeable colleagues allowed for
a measured approach. Our documented Recall/Withdrawal
procedure was implemented immediately to halt further
fruit movement.
The Local Government Health Officer was both helpful and
practical, while the Public Health Department were pragmatic
in their approach provided we supplied the scientific data in
the form of papers (on ozone) or testing results to prove
effective control.

Very quickly, get professional support and be honest with your
customers. Because we took the issue very seriously and did
everything we could to rectify the situation, all our customers
were very supportive and understanding.
Don’t be complacent – just because you have been growing
and packing fruit for decades doesn’t mean you will never
have an issue like this. :afg

High-quality orchard and vineyard equipment
LVM Agricultural Services provide high-quality orchard and vineyard equipment.
Whether you are looking for a tool for mowing grass under trees, a picking
platform or a water filter system we have a solution for you.
LVM Agricultural Services | 0418 902 858 | simon@lvm.net.au

www.apal.org.au
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No room for complacency
on food safety
By Alison Barber
Improving food safety practices and better understanding the risks of Listeria are vital if the fresh
produce industry is to prevent future fatalities and avoid costly product recalls or marketing halts.
The 2018 Fresh Produce Safety Conference
Food Safety – It’s Your Responsibility in
October highlighted the prevalence of
Listeria in the environment, the lack of
understanding about sources and risk of
infection and the lengthy testing processes
as key issues for the fresh produce industry.
Dr Craig Shadbolt from the NSW
Department of Primary Industries said the
fresh produce industry is less mature and
more complacent than other sectors in
food safety awareness.
He said fresh produce would be
increasingly implicated as a source of
illness and significant learnings were
needed to improve risk management.
“There is a low level of understanding
of the sources and risks of Listeria, a
poor understanding of washing and
sanitising, monitoring of chemical sanitiser
concentrations is lacking and there are
problems with dust and hygiene in the
packhouse environment,” Craig said.

“The fresh produce industry needs to
learn from past outbreaks to instil and
adopt improved food safety practices to
prevent future fatalities from listeriosis.”

the interaction of sanitisers and
fungicides in post-harvest mould
control and risk assessment in
apples (see facing page). :afg

Although listeriosis is a notifiable disease,
its long incubation (typically two to four
weeks but up to 70 days) has previously
made it very difficult to identify the food
or environmental source.

Further information:
Fresh Produce Safety Centre
https://fpsc-anz.com/

However, speakers said whole genome
sequencing, which can provide very good
linkage, was a game-changer in outbreak
surveillance and reliable traceback to
source farm or packhouse.

• Listeria monocytogenes
is widespread in the
environment.

Mixing fungicides and chemical
sanitisers was also highlighted as an area
of concern due to the risk it could render
both ineffective .
The ARC Training Centre for Food Safety
in the Fresh Produce Industry at Sydney
University has a number of current
R&D projects including investigating

Alison Barber, Manager, Communications & Media, APAL | t: (03) 9329 3511

Key messages

• Continuous monitoring
of sanitisation levels is
important.
• Mixing chemical fungicides
and sanitisers can render
both ineffective.
• Whole-genome sequencing
allows reliable trace back to
source.

I e: abarber@apal.org.au
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Revolutionary
The R
evolutionary
ary Lure & Trap for Queensland Fruit Fly

• Unique action to attract
mature egg-laying females
• Easy to use Australian technology
• Include in IPM programs with
Fruition Natflav® 500
Innovation. Quality. Solutions.
® Fruition is a registered trademark of AgNova Technologies
Technologies
echn
Pty Ltd
® Natflav is a registered trademark of Food Industry Products Pty Ltd 0410
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Research snapshot:

Minimising food safety risk in
the packhouse
Microbiologist Dr Elizabeth Frankish is undertaking a project to assist growers and packers to
minimise food safety risk by developing tools to help better understand and assess where microbial
risk lies. Here she provides an update on the progress of the project.
The aims of this research are to improve understanding of
potential risks from foodborne pathogens through the apple
supply chain, and the effects of harvest and post-harvest
processes and practices.
By characterising potential orchard and packhouse
contamination and examining risk analysis frameworks, we will
develop a risk assessment model that determines the production
areas where food safety controls have the most effect.
Growers and packers invest significant time and money in
applying good agricultural and hygienic practices and ensuring
compliance with certified programs such as Freshcare.
However, growers do not currently have the tools to determine
the absolute food safety risks that exist either before or after
quality control measures have been implemented.
As a result, there are gaps in our knowledge about what
contribution these early production stages make within the
supply chain to the final consumer risk.
If fruit becomes contaminated with pathogens, they are difficult
to eliminate. Value-add operations such as fresh-cut processing
are not guaranteed to reduce pathogens to acceptable levels.
Prevention of contamination in the orchard and its amplification
at the packhouse is, therefore, critical for consumer safety.
In the modern food industry, we cannot afford complacency
about microbial hazard prevention and ongoing improvement
in food safety.
Project activities to date: An observational study of orchard
and packhouse practices and food safety controls has been
conducted, providing the information to complete the hazard
characterisation for the risk model. A gap analysis of risk model
data is in progress which will inform additional future research.
We have also conducted a packhouse pilot study of microbial
contamination on apples and in wash water.
Preliminary observations: We observed variability in the
application of hygiene controls and wash water sanitation.
Data analysis showed no significant differences in measures
of hygiene outcomes between packhouses, highlighting the
challenges in interpreting certification standard requirements.
Two thirds of packhouse wash water samples complied with
the E. coli guideline < 1 cfu/100mL.
Common to the non-compliant wash waters were inadequate
use of an approved sanitiser and lack of verification testing.
www.apal.org.au

Dr
Elizabeth
Frankish

The prevalence of contamination on apples was low and we
did not find a correlation between E. coli in wash water and
contamination on apples.
Next steps: The next stage of the project is to characterise
the food safety controls in place according to level of risk.
We plan to draft a food safety management system (FSMS)
diagnostic tool that provides a framework for continual
improvement, helping growers and packhouses to meet
their food safety obligations. The findings from the risk model
undergoing development over the next 12 months will be used
to refine the tool. We will also be seeking to workshop the
tool with industry.
Project end date: The project will run until 2022, but industry
will see outputs during 2019-20.
Find out more: Elizabeth will be presenting the findings of
the project and the draft FSMS diagnostic tool at a Future
Orchards® event in 2019.
Visit the APAL website under the tabs Post-harvest>Quality>
Hygiene & Food Safety to read Elizabeth’s earlier article on
the project Reducing food safety risk in pack houses.
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Post-harvest physiology and
technology seminar 2019
Successful management of apples and pears in the specialised area of post-harvest is increasingly
driven by technology.
Presenters at the 2019 post-harvest seminar will share information and examples
of how the progressive operators, both locally and internationally, are implementing
effective practices backed by an understanding of science and skills.

Wednesday, 16 January 2019

Topics include: post-harvest physiology, storage technology, management, insights
and analysis of the future retailer landscape in the apple and pear industry.

PARKROYAL Melbourne Airport

Individuals with an interest in apple and pear cool store management, orchard
owners and managers, advisers and marketers looking to update their post-harvest
knowledge are encouraged to attend.

8:30am-5pm

Purchase tickets online at:
trybooking.com/ZFOS

International guest presenters
Professor Chris Watkins, Cornell University, United States
Fruit ripening, maturation and control strategies, and fruit storage technology
Professor Chris Watkins will return as the keynote speaker after also presenting at the seminar in 2013.
Chris runs a post-harvest science and research program at Cornell University with a major focus on apples.
His post-harvest research and extension portfolio is extensive and main areas of expertise include: 1-MCP
application; mechanisms for the development of physiological storage disorders; harvest maturity; post-harvest
handling; and storage technology

Dr David Felicetti, Pace International, LLC, United States
Post-harvest fogging
Dr David Felicetti is a senior manager at Pace International, a leading global post-harvest company pioneering the
use of fogging of diphenylamine (DPA) and fungicides in apple and pear storage. Pace fog over three million bins
of apples and pears annually in the US, Canada and Chile, with development currently underway in South Africa
and Australia. David has extensive experience in using this new technology and is knowledgeable about fungicide
and DPA use in apples and pears.

Tito Spaldi, Isolcell, Italy
Dynamic control atmosphere global trends
Tito Spaldi is from the South Tyrol apple production region in Italy from where he began introducing dynamic
controlled atmosphere – chlorophyll fluorescence (DCA-CF) into Australia in 2014. The DCA-CF system is a major
advancement in storage technology for apples and pears and has recently seen rapid growth — mainly in Victoria
where there are more than 85 rooms equipped with this system. Tito will explain the system and its requirements
and give examples of the fruits being stored.

Dr Jason Johnston, Plant & Food Research, New Zealand
Application of Dry Matter Testing in Apples
Dr Jason Johnston is the Science Group Leader for Post-harvest at Plant & Food Research based in Hawke’s
Bay. Jason has identified key risk factors associated with quality defects in stored fruit and has used this
knowledge to optimise storage conditions for the apple industry. He will speak about new tools that predict
storage life and determine optimum harvest timing, development of technologies, and ways to use knowledge
to breed elite varieties.
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Ian Reichstein,
National Residue Survey

Dr Hannah James,
AgroFresh

Microbial, heavy metal and chemical
screening for apples and pear

Verigo – temperature monitoring
systems

For more than three decades Ian Reichstein has dedicated his
career to protecting and improving Australian agricultural practices.
Ian manages the National Residue Survey (NRS), which has been
the key barometer of sound agricultural practice in Australia for
over 20 years. He will talk about the expansion of the survey in
2017-18 to include microbial and heavy metals testing and discuss
the latest results.

Dr Hannah James completed her PhD on the physiology of apples,
particularly the flesh browning disorder of Pink Lady® branded
apples, and completed a postdoc at Cornell University in New York.
In 2010 Hannah joined AgroFresh and has since worked in research
and development with a focus on post-harvest management of
apples and pears. Hannah Returned to Australia in 2015 to take on
the role of research and development manager for Australia and
New Zealand with AgroFresh.

Stephen Tancred,
Orchard Services

Tristan Kitchener,
Kitchener Partners

Post-harvest fungicide usage
patterns for rot control

Changing retail landscape
Tristan Kitchener is an independent consultant in the fast-moving
consumer goods (FMCG) sector, providing advice and support
along the grocery value chain, from retailers through to
manufacturers and growers. Tristan is an ex-retailer holding
previous senior positions with Sainbury’s (United Kingdom) and
Coles supermarkets. He offers valuable insights on the implication
of the changing retail and consumer environment and identifying
solutions to key business challenges.

Stephen Tancred is a Senior Horticultural Consultant with Orchard
Services, a business he started in 1988 to meet the technical needs
of local fruit and vegetable growers in the Stanthorpe region. Stephen
specialises in apples but is also involved with many other horticultural
crops and enjoys being able to learn continuously in his role.

For more information, to purchase tickets, or ‘meet’ the presenters visit the APAL events page:
apal.org.au/event/post-harvest-seminar-2019

Tour of Southern Victoria orchards
Following the Post-harvest physiology and technology seminar, attendees are invited to participate in a tour
of the Southern Victoria region the next day. This is a great opportunity for interstate orchard managers and
employees to visit the various, progressive, intensive orchard systems Southern Victoria has to offer.
Participants will board a bus at the Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG) at 8:15am and will return to Melbourne
Airport at 6pm, then into the CBD at 6:40pm.
Purchase tickets online via the APAL website and RSVP by Monday, 8 January for the orchard tour to
secure your place on the bus.
More information: Angus Crawford, Technical Manager, APAL | t: 03 9329 3511 | e: acrawford@apal.org.au

www.apal.org.au
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Summer management

for quality
By John Wilton
As the temperatures in the orchard start to rise, AgFirst’s John Wilton looks at how to
minimise sunburn, avoid nutrition-related problems and improve colour towards lifting
quality and packouts at harvest.
By now, the first pass of hand thinning should have been
completed. In order to produce high quality fruit, it is necessary
to groom the crop by adjusting crop loads to suit growing
conditions and culling out any obviously low-quality fruit.
Carefully check crop loads to identify areas where there may
be still too much fruit. Pay particular attention to lower vigour
parts of the orchard. These areas tend to over set and it is
difficult to get the hand thinners to take enough fruit off in
the first hand-thinning pass.
Check fruit counts and monitor fruit growth. Around about
the beginning of December, it is possible to forecast likely
harvest fruit size and certainly identify fruit which will fail to
reach minimum marketable size. At this time, it is possible to
see the fruit size range within the crop so excess crop load
can be thinned off by size and position in addition to taking
out blemished fruit.
Approximately 90 days after full bloom (AFB) fruit on trees
under stress or over cropped will begin to show a drop off in
their rate of sizing. Regular fruit size measurements around
this time will quickly detect areas in the orchard where fruit
sizing has begun to stall. If detected early and these areas
re-thinned by fruit size, it is possible to restore fruit growth
to the remaining fruit.

Where irrigation water supply has become limiting, dropping
crop loads down by taking off small fruit, as well as exposed
fruit on sites with little leaf cover that is likely to sunburn, will
enable the remaining crop to reach marketable size and quality.

Sunburn management
In warm regions with daily ambient temperatures exceeding
28 to 30°C, there is sunburn risk to fruit. As fruit size increases,
sunburn risk rises. At about 45mm fruit diameter, the fruit
becomes vulnerable to injury. The level of sunburn injury is
determined by fruit surface temperatures (FST). Mild sunburn
injury referred to as skin browning usually occurs when FST
is in the range of 45 to 49°C, with more severe necrosis injury
occurring at FST above this level. FST on calm sunny days is
usually in the range of 14 to 17°C above ambient temperatures.
A slight breeze will reduce FST by about 3°C. This probably
explains why there is often more severe sunburn injury in
lower tree fruit than in the more exposed upper tree fruit.
In addition to these two levels of sunburn injury, there is a
third form which can occur at lower temperatures called photo
oxidative bleaching which occurs when there has been a sudden
change in light exposure. This is the typical sunburn you see
from late thinning or selectively picking fruit out of bunches
during harvest. Sunburn bleaching will also occur as a result
of excessive summer pruning or branch movement as crop
weight comes onto branches. Many Australian orchards are
under netting. There are usually lower levels of sunburn in
netted orchards due to the effect of the netting reducing light
intensity and therefore lowering FST.

“

Where irrigation water supply has become
limiting, dropping crop loads down by

taking off small fruit, as well as exposed fruit
on sites with little leaf cover that is likely to
sunburn, will enable the remaining crop to
reach marketable size and quality.

Severe sunburn injury in the lower tree.
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Studies into sunburn incidence show that it is the mid-afternoon
sun that causes most injury. Shade or protection from midafternoon sun will minimise sunburn injury. There has been a
lot of research effort into trying to develop protective sprays
for sunburn. As far as I can ascertain, products available for
sunburn protection have only been partially successful or come
with numerous undesirable side effects such as difficulty in
removing their visible residue on harvested fruit. One of their
more serious problems lies in the difficulty of actually obtaining
satisfactory coverage to the vulnerable fruit surface. It really
needs to be sprayed down onto the upward facing fruit, rather
than blown upwards from the typical axial fan orchard air blast
sprayer. Some form of tower sprayer which sprays down onto
the upper tree should give better results.
Mild sunburn browning injury will often mask out as fruit colour
intensifies towards harvest, enabling the fruit to be marketed
because the sunburn is no longer visible. While such fruit may
now appear unaffected, its internal quality has been changed
and the fruit is less suited to long term storage. The main
internal changes include more starch degradation, increased
flesh firmness, higher sugar levels but depressed acidity and
lower flesh moisture. Affected fruit therefore, has poorer
flavour and drier fruit texture.

This very over cropped Fuji tree is showing magnesium deficiency
and has little leaf cover to protect the fruit from sunburn. In hot
weather this fruit will burn badly due to lack of leaf cover.

Drape
Dr
ape Net Bullhorns
& Dr
Drape
ape Net Has Stock!
This year quite a lot of growers are using Drape Net
Bullhorns and we are looking forward to seeing the great
results.
If you are wanting to cover younger trees that are not quite
up to supporting Drape Net by themselves, then you have
a few options. W
e have a single piece unit which comes in
We
1200mm and 1500mm widths or our three piece unit which
we have in a 1200mm width. All units attach directly onto
your existing trellis system, simple and easy
easy..
W
e have just received another container of Drape Net stock
We
to replenish our quickly diminishing supplies.

So get in quickly to avoid missing out.
CONTTACT MICHAEL
CONTACT
MICHAE CUNIAL | m: 0415 663 413 | e: michael@drapenet.com.au
OR ROSS CALTABIANO | m: 0409 169 520 | e: ross@drapenet.com.au

www.drapenet.com.au
www.apal.org.au
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Lenticel break down in Fuji due to very low fruit calcium levels. It was
a high vigour block with no foliar calcium sprays.

Storage pit in Braeburn due to low fruit calcium and usually associated
with light cropping and high tree vigour.

Factors associated with increased sunburn injury

Nutrition, pit and blotch management

Sunburn is made worse by:

As fruit sizing kicks in, the developing crop has high requirement
for potassium so where levels are marginal, deficiency
symptoms can appear during December. These show up as
typical marginal leaf scorch symptoms if leaf potassium levels
drop well into the deficiency range at around 0.65 to 0.70 per
cent. Levels below 1 per cent can be considered marginal and
in the zone where a response to potassium fertiliser could be
expected. Where leaf potassium levels are around 1.2 to 1.4
per cent it is unlikely that there would be a positive response
to potassium fertilisers. Potassium leaf levels much above this
range should ring alarm bells because it could signal an
enhanced pit and blotch risk or potassium induced magnesium
deficiency. Contrary to popular belief, lifting potassium leaf
levels above 1.2 to 1.4 per cent seldom results in fruit colour
improvement, unless perhaps nitrogen levels are really high.

• Over cropping – leads to higher fruit to leaf ratios and
lower levels of annual extension growth necessary to give
adequate leaf cover to protect the fruit.
• Water stress – has a major influence on sunburn incidence,
particularly for varieties ripening in the first half of the
harvest season when temperatures are high. Mulching has
been shown to reduce sunburn by improving soil moisture
availability and lowering soil temperatures.
• Nitrogen deficiency – results in weak growth and poorquality leaf.
• Fruit size – larger fruit have lower surface area to volume
so develop higher surface temperatures.
• Late thinning and selective picking of bunchy crops.

Magnesium deficiency is often a problem as harvest approaches
for trees carrying excessive crop loads. This is because
u
developing seed is a very strong sink for magnesium.

Quick and Easy Tying
in the Orchard
• Heavy duty rubber bands with a hook at one end

How to apply

• UV-stabilised
• Vulcanised rubber compound
• Reusable for up to 3 – 5 years
• Available in 35mm – 200mm lengths
• 1kg bags with 20 bags per carton
1 Marlow Road, Keswick SA 5035
P: 08 8351 8611 | F: 08 7225 1993
info@eclipseenterprises.com.au | www.eclipseenterprises.com.au
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High tree vigour and low crop leads to post-harvest
storage problems, particularly pit and blotch.

A well balanced, heavy cropping, low vigour tree. Risk of post-harvest disorders
will be low in this orchard.

Pit and blotch is the main nutritional problem over the summer
period. For pit prone varieties, in particular Granny Smith,
Kanzi™, Jazz™ and Braeburn, robust foliar calcium programs
need to be applied over the summer period. Excessive tree
vigour and high summer temperatures increase pit and blotch
risk. Where trees are out of balance, varieties not normally
associated with pit and blotch problems such as Fuji, Gala,
Red Delicious and Golden Delicious can also give problems.
Water stress increase pit and blotch risk because during
periods of water stress the tree sucks water out of the fruit
to maintain leaf health and this also removes calcium because
this element travels only in the xylem. Calcium lost in this
way is generally not replenished because at this stage in
the season, movement from leaf into the fruit is through
the phloem as translocated photosynthates. A good foliar
calcium spray program is required to maintain adequate fruit
calcium status.
Varieties prone to magnesium deficiency, such as heavy crop
Fuji, need magnesium foliar sprays too to maintain leaf health

www.apal.org.au

which is important at this stage in the season to protect fruit
form exposure to the sun.
High nitrogen status towards harvest needs to be avoided
because of the adverse effect nitrogen has on fruit colour
development. Although adequate nitrogen levels are necessary
for canopy development, flowering and fruitset, this nitrogen
is sourced from mobilisation of stored reserves accumulated
in the previous autumn. It is generally considered that for
mature bearing trees, most of their nitrogen requirement should
be applied after harvest in the previous season. Some can be
applied in the spring but for red and partially red varieties, it is
unwise to make nitrogen applications later than about four
weeks after full bloom.
Excess nitrogen imbalances within the tree delay colour
development leading to over maturity at harvest as well as a
number of post-harvest storage disorders. For red and partially
red varieties, there needs to be good nitrogen levels around
bud break and bloom to drive the initial shoot growth and set
u
the crop.
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Reflective mulch is becoming standard practice for red and partially red varieties. This mulch has been left down to help colour the second pick fruit.

Then, as the season progresses, nitrogen levels should be
run down to leaf levels, around 2.0 per cent at harvest for
good early fruit colour development.

Good fruit colour depends on fruiting sites receiving a minimum
of 20 to 30 per cent of ambient light. Reflective mulch needs
to be put down around three to four weeks before harvest.

Granny Smith is the exception to this rule. It requires higher
nitrogen levels to maintain its deep green colour into the
harvest period. It is also very sensitive to calcium chloride
leaf injury so requires a calcium nitrate based foliar calcium
program for pit and blotch control.

To minimise damage to the mulch where multi use mulches
are used, it is normal to remove it at commencement of
harvest. Sometimes it is left down during harvest to improve
later pick fruit colour. Where this is intended, the reflective
mulch is usually pulled to the side ahead of the pickers, then
spread out again once that pick is finished. With careful
planning, reflective mulches can be used two or three times
through harvest by moving it from early to mid-season then
later harvested varieties.

Summer pruning
Where canopies are dense and suffer from high shoot vigour,
it may be necessary to summer prune to improve light levels
within the canopy. In hot climates summer pruning needs to
be done with care to avoid opening the tree up to too much
light penetration which could lead to sunburn problems.
Summer pruning needs to be carefully supervised to make sure
it is not excessively severe. The other problem I have often
seen with summer pruning is the loss of next year’s crop due
to the summer pruners removing too much two-year-old wood.
Summer pruning needs to target only the unwanted current
seasons annual shoot growth.
In situations where a lot of summer pruning is necessary, there
may be a fundamental pruning, cropping or excessive vigour
problem. High levels of summer pruning represent loss of
fruiting potential because the photosynthates driving the excessive
shoot growth should have been going to the fruit instead.

Reflective mulch
For red and partially red varieties, reflective mulches are
becoming standard practice. Their role is to bounce light
falling in the inter row area back up through the canopy. This
improves lower tree fruit colour and also strengthens flower
bud development for next season.
32

Our data indicates that use of reflective mulches will lift
average packouts by 10 to 15 per cent as well as reducing
over maturity problems due to picking being delayed while
waiting for colour. We have also found that generally higher
colour strains have a better response to reflective mulch than
poor colour strains. There is only one solution to a block that
struggles for colour. Pull it out and replace it with a better
colour strain or variety.

Harvest management
Harvesting needs to be well planned ahead of time so that it
runs smoothly. Pre-harvest drop can be a significant problem
with some varieties, notably Red Delicious and Scifresh.
The growth regulator, ReTain®, has very good stop drop
activity, as well as being very useful for harvest management,
particularly in early harvest varieties such as the Gala group.
It needs to be applied four to five weeks before harvest
commences in warmer districts to ensure it goes on before
endogenous ethylene production begins. Under good
conditions, harvest can be delayed by seven to 10 days if not
longer. Sometimes a second application is applied 10 to 14
days after the first one to lengthen the harvest delay period. u
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Naphthalene acetic acid (NAA) is also very effective for
pre-harvest drop control but will tend to advance rather than
delay harvest, particularly when applied at rates of 10ppm
or higher. Research in the USA has shown that multiple low
rate NAA sprays at 5ppm give more effective stop drop effect
and will have little, if any effect on fruit maturity.
If wooden, bins need to be tight with no nails or splinters
present to damage fruit. Tracks should be smooth to minimise
bumping the fruit about in the bin. Forklift drivers must be
well trained to handle bins gently and trucks need good
suspension to give the fruit a smooth ride to coolstore or
packhouse. Every time an apple moves, there is potential
for bruising or stem punctures. :afg

About the author: John Wilton, Horticultural Consultant,
AgFirst, New Zealand | t: +64 6872 7080
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The second pick is underway here. The mulch has been dragged aside
to minimise damage to it.
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Balanced trees and timing

to optimise quality
By Angus Crawford

The 2018 APAL Future Orchards® program focus on growing for quality and delivering consumers
a great eating experience every time they eat an apple or pear has been one of the best-received
and most successful to date.
Growers are acutely aware that delivering consistent highquality produce is the key to inspiring purchase and arresting
waning consumption, and attendance and engagement in
events focused on improving quality have been the highest
in the life of the project.
Consumer research commissioned by APAL, and carried out
by Melbourne-based The Source, found that inconsistent
quality was one of the main consumer concerns and barriers
to purchase. The study found there were opportunities to drive
growth through promotion of dynamic attributes such as great
taste, crispness and new brands with ‘modern’ and ‘fun’ cues,
but the first step to capitalising on these opportunities was to
ensure quality could be consistently delivered. If growers fail
to deliver this eating quality the consumer will go elsewhere.
For the June 2018 Orchard Walks, international tree
physiologist Professor Stefano Musacchi from Washington
State University (WSU), in the US, and leading New Zealand
grower Mark Ericksen, from the Waima Fruit Company in
New Zealand’s Hawkes Bay region, were invited to give their
insights into managing for quality. The June walks were among
the most successful since the project’s inception, drawing
360 people across eight regions and indicating the high level
of interest in improving quality.
Mark Ericksen is a fourth-generation apple and kiwi fruit grower
who has built a strong reputation for the consistent production
of high-quality produce. Mark is a striking example of the
new levels of professionalism and attention to detail required
for orchard managers to be successful in this day and age.
After spending a week with Mark, it is clear when it comes to
his orchard delivering quality there is very little left to chance.
In his presentations Mark highlighted the importance of timing
in delivering quality.
“We need to focus on what we can control,” he said. “One
of my management principles is to really focus on timing
because timing is so critical to fruit production. We have a
lot of technology available, but I am really a big person on
keeping a diary.”
As an example, Mark outlined their meticulous replanting
procedures carried out each year and designed to ensure
that young blocks are growing consistently and reaching
full production sooner.
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Precision Farming has long been a key part of Mark’s business.
“You can no longer rely on your gut instinct,” he said. All
of his data goes into the cloud-based orchard management
tool OrchardNet® which allows users to keep track of various
block production metrics, manage inputs and critical data
for informed management decision making. Access to and
usage of OrchardNet is made available free of charge to
Australian growers under the Future Orchards® project.
Professor Stefano Musacchi from WSU is a leading researcher
in tree physiology specialising in pome fruit and orchard systems.
Stefano presented in the southern loop events and said the
optimisation of fruit quality fundamentally came down to having
the tree in balance. “When we have an orchard out of balance
with vigour, immediately the quality will go down,” he said.
Stefano talked about the importance of pruning techniques,
rootstocks, cultivar evaluation, nursery trees, orchard systems,
quality parameters, optimising crop load and light interception,
but said of these, the most important factor in delivering better
quality was pruning
“It is number one to optimise quality in the orchard,” he said.
“Pruning is not a cost, it is an investment in the quality of
your orchard.”
Stefano said pruning was better defined as a “pool of practices”
which modify tree growth, and was not limited to just cutting,
but also included branch bending and modifying reproductive
(buds and fruit) and vegetative growth (leaves and shoots).
During the orchard walks, Stefano demonstrated that in
Type 4 varieties click pruning can be used on 45º branches
to remove apical dominance and divert growth into fruit buds
to avoid issues of blind wood.
Stefano said orchard system choice was an important factor
in quality management as not all orchard systems would deliver
the same level of quality for every variety. He urged growers
to use growing systems appropriate to the chosen variety.
He said in Washington State Granny Smith apples performed
better when grown on an angled canopy (V-Trellis) to keep
fruit away from full sun, whereas bi-coloured apples required
more sunlight for colour development. The orchard system
should be compact and allow light through the canopy.
To consider quality from a consumer’s perspective, AgFirst
consultants Ross Wilson and Steve Spark surveyed growers u
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at each of the June 2018 events to understand what they
thought about quality.
The following observation reflects the tone of responses
received: “In our local supermarkets we often have both old
and new-season Gala, Grannies and pinks at the same time,
all being inedible – either green and starchy or soft and mealy.”
While the focus of the walks was what growers could do to
ensure quality was developed on the tree, Ross said quality
was a whole-of-supply-chain responsibility.
“This does not just go to the grower,” he said. “The quality of
the apple also relies on the packer, the cool store operator the
transport operator and the retailer. It’s the whole supply chain.”

Early harvesting fails the taste test
The September orchard walks continued the theme of quality
and incorporated an interactive tasting exercise to enable
better understanding of the impact of harvest management
on eating quality.
Growers were asked to taste and rate fruit which had been
harvested 7-10 days apart at timings of early, mid (commercial
harvest) and late, and then commercially stored. Fruit was
removed from storage one week prior to the tasting event and
panel participants were asked to submit their assessment via
the PollEverywhere phone app using a 1-5 rating scale. For each
piece of the fruit they were asked to rate the texture, juiciness,
sweetness, flavour, chance of purchasing again, and then provide
a ranking and a comment on the fruit quality in general.
The use of PollEverywhere enabled the data to be instantly
analysed and presented live. There was a high degree of
consistency as to how the sets of apples were rated within
each tasting which enabled this survey to really distinguish
some harvest timing-related tasting differences.

AgFirst consultant Jonathan Brookes talks quality to growers at the
Shepparton Future Orchards® walk at Turnbull Orchards.

When the regional results were combined, the most consistent
result was that the early-picked fruit had less sweetness, less
flavour, was less juicy and was least likely to be purchased again.
There was also a preference for the texture of the mid and
late-maturity apples, as the early apples were deemed too
hard. The early apples were described as being ‘too sour’, ‘too
starchy’, with ‘no real flavour or aroma’, whereas the mid and
late generally rated better in these tests.
Guest presenter at the September walks, Victorian grower
Brad Fankhauser, of Gippsland-based Fankhauser Apples,
talked of the importance of taking responsibility for quality
regardless of the position in the supply chain. Brad said
that, as a vertically-integrated operation growing, packing
and marketing fruit themselves, Fankhauser’s role in quality
was fully transparent. The success of the business rested
on delivering high and consistent quality and ensured quality
was always given the highest attention whether apples were
destined for retail supply chains or local markets. “We stand
by our apples,” he said. :afg

In most cases the fruit from each demonstration trial was
very good, however for the sake of the exercise the participants
were still asked to hone their tasting skills and were able to
recognise differences not knowing anything about the apples
harvest regime.
Angus Crawford, Technical Manager, APAL | t: (03) 9329 3511 | e: acrawford@apal.org.au

High-quality orchard and vineyard equipment
LVM Agricultural Services provide high-quality orchard and vineyard equipment.
Whether you are looking for a tool for mowing grass under trees, a picking
platform or a water filter system we have a solution for you.
LVM Agricultural Services | 0418 902 858 | simon@lvm.net.au

www.apal.org.au
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Tried

Tried and trusted
Manage harvest timing


Increase fruit size
Increase fruit firmness


Improve storage ability

Simple to apply
Reduced pre harvest fruit drop


Scan here to see more information
about
ut ReT
Tain
ain

www..sumitomo-chem.com.au
.sumitomo-chem
ReTTain® is a registered trademarks of Valent BioSciences LLC,
a Delaware limited liability company.

LEADERSHIP

A beacon for women
in agriculture
By Freya Horton Andrews

For the past two and a half years, Susie Murphy White has been an
Industry Project Manager for Pomewest, where she has established
a reputation as the go-to technical expert among WA apple and
pear growers.
Her instrumental advisory role in the Future Orchards® program,
unflappable enthusiasm, expertise and commitment to helping
WA pome fruit growers add value to their businesses in that
role was recognised in June when she was awarded APAL’s
2018 Award for Excellence – Women in Horticulture.
Susie’s was an unconventional route to the industry: before
finding her passion in the apple and pear industry, she had spent
most of her professional life in natural resource management,
which included farm planning, salinity management, and
revegetation for biodiversity in WA’s wheatbelt.
“Growing up on a wheat and sheep farm, I’d spent most of
my time giving recommendations to fill dry dams and reclaim
salty land in the eastern wheatbelt – who knew it would lead
to apples in WA’s south west region?” she said.
Today, Susie’s dynamic role ensures no two days on the job
are the same. Through the Future Orchards initiative, she
works closely with WA growers to equip them with practical,
hands-on tools to boost fruit quality and productivity, as well
as competitiveness on the world stage. Susie visits orchards
to share cutting-edge industry insights and conducts trials
and demonstrations with growers.
“It’s just so important that we get out of our office and get
into the orchard to make sure what we are doing is real,”
she said. “I love working with growers and seeing changes to
management practices that improve their orchard production,
profitability and sustainability.”
Susie’s Pomewest role also sees her connect orchardists at
the forefront of innovation with industry events, on both a local
and national scale. She believes that community ties are at
the core of the WA pome-growing industry’s ongoing success
and relishes the opportunity to catch up with growers in her
day-to-day work.
Recent events have included a tour to delivery centres and
Market City [Perth’s wholesale fresh produce market] to follow
the fruit’s journey through to the consumers, and leading a
study tour to New Zealand with consultants AgFirst. Susie
mentored the group of nine young growers – three of whom
were women – on a tour of the country’s leading orchards.

www.apal.org.au

Susie
Murphy
White

“The objective of the New Zealand study tour was to
transfer orchard technology to Western Australian pome fruit
growers, by feeding conversations among growers and changing
practices in our industry. There is a generational shift in some
WA orchards and this was an opportunity to encourage future
orchardists to identify and develop skills and techniques that
can be adapted to their circumstances,” Susie said.
“It was an awesome opportunity to visit both Steve Sparks
and Ross Wilson in their patch and see for ourselves what
the New Zealand orchards were like and understand what the
AgFirst consultants were talking about at the Future Orchards
walks when they visit WA.”
This New Zealand tour also speaks to Susie’s passion for
encouraging and engaging young women who are carving out
careers in horticulture – a traditionally male-dominated space.
“Visually, it has been a very male-dominated field, but behind
the scenes, women in orchard businesses are the ones who
support and make the orchard run the way it should,” she said.
“They have always been there – it is just great that they’re
being recognised for the roles they do and stepping up to
take on more opportunities.”
Susie is humbled to take on the role of mentor and prove to
younger women in the industry that the sky is the limit when
it comes to a career in horticulture. The Women in Horticulture
award is a satisfying reminder that when industry supports
women, great things unfold.
“There are many women out there in the agricultural and
horticultural industries whom I have looked up to, so it’s great
now to be recognised as one of those women and know that
others are looking up to me too,” Susie said.
“I’m just absolutely thrilled. It is very rewarding to be recognised
for the work that I do. I’m very lucky to work with a great group
of growers, the team at Pomewest and the apple industry who
are just as positive about the pome fruit industry as I am.” :afg
About the author: Freya Horton Andrews, Intern,
Currie Communications
t: 03 9670 6599 | e: support@curriecommunications.com.au
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International apple and
pear research update

R&D

Compiled by Dr Gordon Brown

Research snippets are sourced from abstracts of published scientific papers collated in the CAB direct database. To get the abstract related to
any snippet contact Gordon Brown on gordon@scientifichorticulture.com.au or 03 6239 6411.

Production
Harvest timing

Brazil: Spraying Gala apple
trees with 1-MCP delayed
harvest by 5.5 days and
increased fruit size by 2 per
cent while spraying with AVG
delayed harvest by 9 days
and resulted in 7 per cent
larger fruit.

Increasing fruit firmness
Egypt: Spraying ‘Anna’ apple
trees with antioxidant organic
acids three times at two
weekly intervals before harvest
increased fruit firmness and
reduced the activity of oxidase
enzymes.

Impact of netting colour
Turkey: Both red and black
coloured hail netting over an
apple orchard improved the
photosynthetic rate and water
use efficiency over pearl or
flue coloured nets.

NPK impacts on soil
China: In a 28 year apple
orchard fertiliser experiment
NPK application increased soil
organic carbon and nitrogen
levels however it decreased
soil C/N ratio and pH.

Pyrodwarf rootstocks
tested
USA: After 12 years of growth
pear trees on ‘Pyrodwarf’
rootstocks had reduced growth
rates, produced smaller fruit
and had more suckers than
trees grown on Old Home ×
Farmingdale rootstocks.
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Heat impact on pollen
viability
China: Exposure of pear trees
to 35°C prior to blossom
reduces pollen viability by
inhibiting pollen germination.

Age makes leaves easier
to wet

Storage performance

Heritage apples study

Belgium: Apple fruit stored
under RQ-DCA performed as
well as fruit stored under
regular CA with 1-MCP
treatment.

Poland: Twenty two heritage
apple cultivars were analysed
for antioxidants and 26
polyphenolic compounds and
three triterpenoids were
identified.

Pear storage requirement

China: As pear leaves age
they become less hydrophobic
making them easier to wet
causing pesticide efficacy to
improve.

Italy: ‘Abate Fetel’ pears
treated with 1-MCP at harvest
should be CA stored for 27
weeks in order to have
marketable fruit with edible
texture.

Antioxidant activity over
time

Legacy of past practices

Apple a day

Porosity link to browning

China: A survey of 46 pear
orchard soils identified some
orchards with heavy metal
contamination due to past
agricultural practices.

Australia: The reduction in
cardiovascular disease due
to the consumption of whole
apples is thought to be due
to a beneficial effect on
endothelial function.

South Africa: Internal
browning of apples due to
high CO2 is due to affected
tissue having a lower porosity
restricting the supply of
oxygen rather than flesh
density differences.

Dormancy genes
identified
Japan: Four potential genes
related to release of apple
trees from winter dormancy
have been identified.

Pests and
Diseases

Early tree death identified
Germany: Athelia rolfsii (syn
Sclerotium rolfsii) has been
identified for recent deaths
of trees within three months
of planting.

Postharvest
Scald storage link

Spain: The oxidation of
α-farnesene during the start
of cold storage is related to
the appearance of scald after
long term storage of ‘Granny
Smith’ apples.

India: The antioxidant activity
of apple slices from 13
cultivars generally decreases
within 80 minutes of being cut.

Rot control alternative
Brazil: Sodium metasilicate
(waterglass) application to
apples in a packhouse
provides equivalent control
of postharvest rots compared
to Iprodione.

Polyphenol antibacterial
properties
China: Apple polyphenol
extract from fruit thinnings
has been found to possess
antibacterial properties on
cold stored fish.

CA offsets oxygen stress
South Africa: Pears subjected
to repeated low oxygen stress
(0.5%O2 for 7 days every
month) followed by CA
maintained firmness, colour,
sugar and sensory properties
without the appearance of
scald.
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Pear mealiness
predictable
South Africa: Mealiness
(dry, floury flesh) of stored
pears has been found to be
positively related to the fruit
sugar content and can be
predicted by NIR equipment.

Cider polyphenol levels
Bosnia-Hercegovina: The
total polyphenols in cider are
lower than in the original
apple juice although some
individual polyphenols
(catechin, chlorogenic acid,
and caffeic acid) are elevated.

Oregano role in scald
prevention
USA: The postharvest
application to apples with DPA
or bioprocessed food-grade
oregano extract reduced the
appearance of superficial
scald on stored apples.
www.apal.org.au

QUIZ & CROSSWORD
Hot water dipping
reduces rots

Juice yeast content
analysed

Temperature, size and
firmness

Antibacterial apple peel
action

Germany: Hot water dipping
of harvested apples (52°C)
reduced long term storage
rots of fruit by up to 65 per
cent.

China: NIR analysis of apple
juice can be used to determine
the concentration of yeast in
the juice.

Netherlands: Apples
sourced from higher altitudes
have smaller firmer fruit at
harvest.

USA: Apple peel powder has
been shown to restrict the
growth of Bacillius cereus in
food.

Light changes provides
clues

Yeast anti-fungal
properties

USA: Three dimensional
images of apples have
been composed by using
structured illumination
reflectance imaging utilising
phase changes in light which
can discriminate between an
apple bruise and the stem
end of the fruit.

Argentina: The application
of the yeast Rhodosporidium
fluviale to apples controls
Botrytis cinerea fruit breakdown, however, inactivated
yeast also control the disease suggesting antifungal
activity of yeast cellular components.

Tackling browning at
30ºC
New Zealand: In Asia
apples are often retailed at
temperatures around 30°C
and this causes rapid
development of internal
browning in some cultivars
which can be exacerbated
by 1-MCP application.

QUESTION 1:

QUESTION 4:

(True or False):
Recently discovered and
now known as the world’s
smallest fruit, the drupes of
the Australian native plant,
Wolffia angusta are only
about 0.3mm long

Which of these fruits can
cause kidney damage if eaten
by dogs?

What is the name of the study
of plant diseases caused by
pathogens (infectious
organisms)?
A: Phytopathology.
B: Photosynthesis.
C: Phytophthora.
D: Phytomedicine.

Visit APAL’s website to
find the links to original
research papers
www.apal.org.au/
category/rd

Crossword

Greg’s Quiz

QUESTION 2:

Up online

1

2
3

A: Apples.
B: Plums.
C: Tomatoes.
D: Grapes.

4

5

QUESTION 5:
6

Which of these is not a
disease associated with
Phytophthora cinnamomi?
A: Jarrah dieback.
B: Water mould.
C: Dry rot.
D: Root rot.

7

8

9

QUESTION 3:
When baked in bread, walnuts
will often colour the bread:
Which colour?

ACROSS
3. Woolworths line of apples showing sales growth, Odd ___
5. Continual ___ of sanitation levels is important

A: Green.
B: Yellow.
C: Black.
D: Purple.

7. Fruit picked ___ was least likely to be bought again
8. Fruit Growers Victoria guide commended by Fair Work
Ombudsman (5,4)
9. Country of origin of highest number of second year 417
visa grants, ___ Kingdom

DOWN
1. Can lift packouts by 10-15 per cent, reflective ___
2. Orchard system making things simpler for Nightgales, (5,6)
4. Fruit piloting blockchain, ___
ANSWERS: Q 1 – True. Q 2 – A: Phytopathology Q 3 – D: Purple
Q 4 – D: Grapes..Q 5 – C: Dry rot

www.apal.org.au

6. Tips on pear ___ proved popular on social media
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Purchase your ticket for Hort Connections
Early bird registration closes Friday, 29 March
All Access Pass:

Day Passes:

Early Bird APAL member rate: $765

Tuesday Day Pass: $400

Early Bird non-member rate: $825

Wednesday Day Pass: $550

APAL member rate: $845
Non-member rate: $905

Visit hortconnections.com.au/
delegates/registration for a complete list
of individual ticket prices and to register.

Apple and pear industry sessions Monday, 24 June
Keep an eye out for more information about APAL-specific events. These will be
in a similar format to 2018 with an industry social event Sunday, 23 June.

Visit: www.apal.org.au/event/hort-connections-2019/ for updates.

